Emodin as an alternative to Pazopanib aided inhibition of tumor angiogenesis: an explicit molecular docking analysis
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Abstract: Fibroblast growth factor receptor-2 (FGFR-2) primarily regulating mitogenesis and differentiation, is considered as a major prognostic biomarker as well as a therapeutic target in human solid tumors. Most of the therapeutic drugs have been designed to target its catalytic domain which inhibit tyrosine phosphorylation of its kinase domain and hence block its downstream signaling. In this study, we analyzed selected drug-leads from western himalayan chemiome for their ability to bind and selectively inhibit FGFR-2 activation. Structure based bioinformatics were employed to select lead compound(s) targeting catalytic domain of FGFR-2. Out of 120 compounds from selective western himalayan chemiome library, Emodin showed best binding-affinity with catalytic domain of FGFR-2 blocking ATP binding. The binding efficiency of Emodin was comparable to Pazopanib, FDA approved Tyrosine Kinase Inhibitor which is a potent and selective inhibitor of FGFR-2 currently in clinical trials. To further corroborate these findings, we evaluated binding efficiency of Emodin in 2 constitutively active mutants of FGFR-2 viz N549T and E565A. Emodin efficiently blocked ATP pocket in their respective catalytic domain comparable to Pazopanib. The results in this study thus not only project Emodin as a lead molecule to overcome FGFR-2 mediated tumor mitogenesis but also demonstrates its potential as a tyrosine kinase inhibitor to overcome tumor angiogenesis.
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1. Introduction:
Fibroblast growth factor receptor 2 (FGFR2) belongs to a family of receptor tyrosine kinases (RTKs) and mediates its signaling via tyrosine phosphorylation of its intra cellular kinase domain following activation by fibroblast growth factors (FGFs), which binds to its extracellular domain. FGFRs are key regulators of numerous developmental processes including induction of mitogenesis, pattern formation, cell growth and differentiation [1-4] besides growth and progression of tumors. Indeed, expression of FGFRs particularly FGFR-2 has been demonstrated to be associated with various types of cancers viz. breast, esophageal, gastric, prostate cancers etc. Mutations in FGFR-2 have been shown to accelerate tumor growth by facilitating proliferation and survival [5] of cancer cells possibly by allowing constitutively active conformation of FGFR-2. The association of these mutations in most of the cancers in addition to role of RTKs in cancer proliferation has lead to the development of Tyrosine Kinase Inhibitors (TKIs) that inhibit or block receptor tyrosine kinases and hence limit growth of tumors.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1 Data Preparation and Virtual drug library screening
A virtual in-house drug library consisting of a total of 120 selected bioactive compounds (Supplementary Table S1) from Western Himalayan Chemiome was used in the study. Each of the compound were screened for their ability to bind catalytic loop of FGFR-2 in the ATP-binding pocket after satisfying Lipinski Rule of five [8] predicted mutagenicity or carcinogenicity, and Absorption Distribution Metabolism Excretion (ADME) properties [9]. For structure based drug designing the Kinase Domain human fibroblast

TKIs were created out of modern genetics- the understanding of DNA, the cell cycle, and molecular signaling pathways- and thus represent a change from general to molecular methods of cancer treatment. This allows for targeted treatment of specific cancers, which has lessened the risk of damage to healthy cells and increased treatment success [6]. The western Himalayan region is considered as a major reservoir of medicinally important drugs and plethora of drugs have been discovered from the region with diverse pharmacological properties including anticancer, anti-malarial, antibacterial, anti- HIV activities etc [7]. The present study has been designed to screen Western Himalayan Chemiome for possible tyrosine kinase inhibitors that may bind to FGFR-2 and thus prevent tumor cell growth.
growth factor receptor-2 (PDB ID: 1OEC) was used. Mutant were generated from FGFR-2 (PDB ID: 1OEC) using Accelrys Discovery Studio 4.1 [10].

2.2 Molecular Docking Simulation

All the compounds were analyzed using AutoDock 4.2 [11] to confirm the binding mode with the catalytic loop of FGFR-2 as described by Amin et al 2016 [12]. Briefly, the docking energy was obtained from the summation of van der Walls energy and hydrogen bonding energy, while as binding energy was built up from van der Walls energy and desolvation energy. Lamarckian Genetic Algorithm (GA) was considered for the run and for each ligand 10 GA runs, with 27,000 maximum generations, 0.02 rate of gene mutation and 0.8 as rate of crossover were set. A grid of 40×40×40 points in X, Y, and Z direction was built centered around catalytic loop. Cutoff of -5Kcal/mole was set to limit the search for the lead compound showing binding with catalytic loop of FGFR-2.

3. Results:

3.1 Emodin shows best binding with FGFR-2:

The virtual screening of FGFR-2 binding drugs was carried out as depicted in Figure-1. Out of the 120 compounds initially screened, only 26 compounds qualified to showed binding with FGFR-2 with ∆G ≤ -5.0Kcal/mol. These compounds were then subjected to Drug-likeliness bias (carcinogenicity/ mutagenicity) which yielded only 4 compounds for next screening step. Finally, after RO5 (Lipinski Rule of five) and ADME (Absorption Distribution Metabolism Excretion) screening, only Emodin (Chem ID: 3220) was found to satisfying all the parametric biases. Emodin was found to bind the catalytic loop of FGFR-2 within the binding pocket consisting of ARG630, ASN631, ASP644, ASN631, ASP626, PRO666, ARG664, CYS491, LEU487, VAL495, and GLY488 [Figure 3].

Figure 1. Flowchart depicting the process for virtual screening of lead compounds targeting Fibroblast Growth Factor Receptor-2 (FGFR-2).

Figure 2. Binding mode of Emodin with Fibroblast Growth Factor Receptor-2 (FGFR-2) showing ligand-binding interactions.

Figure 3. Comparative binding of Emodin and Pazopanib with Fibroblast Growth Factor Receptor-2 (FGFR-2) showing ligand-binding interactions.
3.3 Activating mutations do not affect catalytic blockage of FGFR-2 by Emodin.

Activating mutations, also called gain-of-function mutations alter the conformation of gene product in such a way so as to overcome any catalytic inhibition thus leading to its constitutive activation. In order to further analyze the inhibitory potential of Emodin, we generated FGFR-2 mutants harboring activating mutations (N549T and E565A) using Accelrys Discovery Studio (v 4.1). After energy minimization, the mutants FGFR-2 were subjected to molecular docking simulation using AutoDock (v 4.2). For comparative analysis, we also subjected the FGFR-2 mutants to molecular docking with Pazopanib. Despite activating nature of mutations, the Emodin showed satisfactory binding efficiency like Pazopanib (Figure 4). Table-1 summarizes the results of molecular docking simulation of mutants with Emodin and Pazopanib.

4. Discussion:

The structural mechanism by which this receptor tyrosine kinase (RTK) regulates catalytic activity has been implicated to subtle changes in its conformational dynamics [13]. This property of RTK’s has been utilized for development of some RTK inhibitors (TKI’s) that induce conformational changes in the receptor leading either to its inactivation (Allosteric TKI) or block its activation site (competitive TKI’s) [14]. Molecular docking simulations have played a major role in virtual screening of prospective drugs including receptor tyrosine kinase inhibitors (TKI’s).

In the present study, we utilized molecular docking simulations in virtual screening of in-house western himalayan drug library for screening of potential inhibitors blocking catalytic pocket of Fibroblast Growth factor Receptor-2 (FGFR-2) which is a major mitogenic and angiogenic determinant in various cancers. The inhouse target drug library consisted of 120 native compounds of Western Kashmir Himalaya origin with documented medicinal properties.

Fibroblast Growth factor Receptor-2 (FGFR-2) is a member of receptor tyrosine kinase family and is a receptor for fibroblast growth factor (FGF). The binding of ligand causes dimerization of receptor entities thus leading to trans phosphorylation of its specific tyrosine residues in its intracellular kinase domain commencing cascade of signaling processes [15]. The activation of receptor initiates by binding of ATP to nucleotide binding site (K517/ N571) that orients the incoming ATP to its catalytic site (ASP626) leading to trans-phosphorylation of the dimerized receptor protein which eventually induces autophosphorylation of its tyrosine kinase domain. We choose to target the catalytic loop (481-770) harboring the active site (ASP626) so as to block the active site from interacting with ATP. Virtual screening along the grid of 40x40x40 points in X, Y, and Z direction and centered around catalytic site (ASP626) was performed with the inhouse drug library of 120 compounds and only those complexes were extracted with binding energy less than -5.0 Kcal/mol. 26 out of 120 compounds showed efficient binding with the receptor and were further subjected to other parametric bias viz. Drug likeliness (carcinogenicity/mutagenicity), RO5 and ADME properties. Emodin (1,3,8-trihydroxy-6-methylanthaquinone) showed the best binding and successfully passed all the parametric biases among the selected bioactive compound library. Emodin has been known for its anti-inflammatory and anti-angiogenic capabilities in studies ranging from invitro cell assays to invivo mouse models [17-18]. Emodin showed binding interactions with catalytic loop of FGFR-2 comprising of ARG630, ASN631, CYS491, PHE492, ASP644, ASP626, GLY493, GLN494, LYS417, VAL495, GLY488, GLY430, GLY489. Emodin generated a Pi-Pi interaction with K517 and also formed 2 hydrogen bonds with each ARG630 and ASN631. Pazopanib, an FDA approved tyrosine kinase inhibitor showed an identical binding pattern with binding interactions involving ARG630, LEU633, ASP644, ASN631, ASP626, PRO666, LEU647, ARG664, CYS491, LEU487, VAL495, GLY488, GLY430, GLY489. Emodin generated a Pi-Pi interaction with K517 and also formed 2 hydrogen bonds with each ARG630 and ASN631. Pazopanib, an FDA approved tyrosine kinase inhibitor showed an identical binding pattern with binding interactions involving ARG630, LEU633, ASP644, ASN631, ASP626, PRO666, LEU647, ARG664, CYS491, LEU487, VAL495 and GLY488. The identical binding pattern of the two compounds points towards a similar mode of action thus presenting Emodin as a new drug lead to inhibit FGFR-2 mediated tumor growth and angiogenesis. The observations were further corroborated by the analyzing binding pattern of Emodin in activating FGFR-2 mutants (E565A and N549T). These mutants commonly observed in various cancer viz breast cancer,
prostate cancer etc remain constitutive active and depict a high rate of tyrosine phosphorylation and are sensitive to feeble tier of ligands. Emodin successfully showed an efficient binding with both the FGFR-2 mutants forming 4 hydrogen bonds with E565A mutant (Binding energy: -5.37Kcal/mol) and 2 hydrogen bonds with N549T mutant (Binding energy: -4.95Kcal/mol). The binding mode Emodin with both the mutants was comparable to that Pazopanib. In conclusion, the present study not only projects Emodin as a lead molecule to overcome FGFR-2 mediated tumor mitogenesis but also demonstrates its potential to act as a tyrosine kinase inhibitor to overcome tumor angiogenesis.
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Table-I. Molecular Docking simulation of FGFR-2 and its mutants with Emodin and Pazopanib

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Compound</th>
<th>Free Energy (Kcal/mol)</th>
<th>Pocket</th>
<th>Hydrogen Bond</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Emodin-FGFR-2</td>
<td>-5.23</td>
<td>ARG630, ASN631, CYS491, PHE492, ASP644, ASP626, GLY493, GLN494, LYS417, VAL495, GLY488, GLY430, GLY489</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pazopanib-FGFR-2</td>
<td>-6.52</td>
<td>ARG630, LEU633, ASP644, ASN631, ASP626, PRO666, LEU647, ARG664, CYS491, PHE492, ASP464, ASP626, ARG664, PRO666, LEU647</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emodin- E565A</td>
<td>-5.37</td>
<td>ARG630, ASN631, CYS491, PHE492, ASP644, ASP626, ARG664, PRO666, LEU647</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emodin-N549T</td>
<td>-4.95</td>
<td>ARG630, CYS491, ASP626, GLY663, ARG664, LEU665, PRO666</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pazopanib-E565A</td>
<td>-5.10</td>
<td>ARG630, ASN631, ASP644, LEU647, ASP626, PHE492, ARG664, PRO666, LEU647</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pazopanib-N549T</td>
<td>-5.60</td>
<td>ARG630, LEU647, ASP626, TRP669, GLY663, ARG664, LEU665, PRO666, VAL667, VAL709</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>